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A B S T R A C T   

Loss of sweat glands (SwGs) commonly associated with extensive skin defects is a leading cause of hyperthermia 
and heat stroke. In vivo tissue engineering possesses the potential to take use of the body natural ability to 
regenerate SwGs, making it more conducive to clinical translation. Despite recent advances in regenerative 
medicine, reconstructing SwG tissue with the same structure and function as native tissue remains challenging. 
Elucidating the SwG generation mechanism and developing biomaterials for in vivo tissue engineering is essential 
for understanding and developing in vivo SwG regenerative strategies. Here, we outline the cell biology associ-
ated with functional wound healing and the characteristics of bioactive materials. We critically summarize the 
recent progress in bioactive material-based cell modulation approaches for in vivo SwG regeneration, including 
the recruitment of endogenous cells to the skin lesion for SwG regeneration and in vivo cellular reprogramming 
for SwG regeneration. We discussed the re-establishment of microenvironment via bioactive material-mediated 
regulators. Besides, we offer promising perspectives for directing in situ SwG regeneration via bioactive material- 
based cell-free strategy, which is a simple and effective approach to regenerate SwG tissue with both fidelity of 
structure and function. Finally, we discuss the opportunities and challenges of in vivo SwG regeneration in detail. 
The molecular mechanisms and cell fate modulation of in vivo SwG regeneration will provide further insights into 
the regeneration of patient-specific SwGs and the development of potential intervention strategies for gland- 
derived diseases.   

1. Introduction 

Sweat glands (SwGs) are coiled tubular skin appendages that derive 
from embryonic ectoderm and consist of secretory coils and ducts [1,2]. 
They are responsible for the thermoregulation, fluid, and electrolyte 
homeostasis of the body [3]. They also harbor stem cells that have the 
ability to reconstruct both epidermal compartments and SwGs in 
response to wound healing signals [4]. However, after extensive skin 
damage, such as full-thickness burns, residual stem cells and progenitors 
of SwGs exhibit limited regenerative capability [5], partly due to a 
decrease in functional endogenous stem cells and a hijack of stem cells 
niche or microenvironment by disruptive signals. Meanwhile, unlike 

some invertebrates with an extraordinary ability to regenerate func-
tional tissues throughout their lifetime, tissue regeneration is largely 
limited to gestation in mammals [6]. Patients with large skin defects are 
vulnerable to scarring healing without regeneration of SwGs. The 
inability to reconstruct the original tissue structure disrupts skin integ-
rity and functionality, which might dramatically impair the quality of 
life of survivors [7,8]. For the lack of SwGs even with skin grafts and flap 
reconstruction, the body may have difficulty excreting sweat, wastes, 
and toxicants, causing organismal disorders [3]. To achieve functional 
healing with SwG regeneration, kinds of strategies such as stem 
cell-based therapies, biomaterial-based gene and biomolecule delivery 
have been used to modulate the repair process and prepare implantable 
skin substitutes. Recent advances in SwG regeneration are leveraging 
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the natural potential of tissues to regenerate SwGs with intact structure 
and function in vivo. 

Biomaterials are defined as materials intended to interface with 
biological systems to evaluate, treat, augment or replace any tissue, 
organ or function of the body [9]. Bioactive materials represent a new 
generation of biomaterials, which can induce and conduct responses to 
biological systems upon interacting [10]. They can be developed to 
stimulate endogenous cell infiltration, proliferation, and differentiation, 
as well as release bioactive molecules to elicit specific biological re-
sponses for replacing the damaged tissue structurally and functionally 
[11]. Besides, the negative effects of materials are usually confined to 
the peri-material area that can be easily detected in preclinical research, 
rendering them more attractive for tissue reconstruction. Sodium algi-
nate/bioactive glass (SA/BG) composite hydrogel delivered bioactive 
molecules sequentially into diabetic skin damage to meet the bioactivity 
requirement of each wound healing stage, achieving inhibition of host 

inflammation and fibrosis formation, accelerating wound healing and 
enhancing skin regeneration [12]. In addition to the skin field, bioactive 
materials are widely used in drug delivery systems, gene therapy, and 
tissue engineering. 

Tissue engineering is an interdisciplinary field that applies the 
principles of biology and engineering to develop functional biological 
substitutes to restore, maintain, or improve tissue function [13], which 
has been adopted for the regeneration of SwGs. Traditional in vitro tissue 
engineering relies on the in vitro conditioning of the cell-laden constructs 
used for implantation to produce functional tissues that are equivalent to 
natural SwGs. However, the ability of in vitro approach to reconstruct in 
vivo SwG microenvironment is limited. Due to the difficulty of in vitro 
engineering to maintain cell viability or phenotype, the potential for 
immune rejection and tumorigenesis [14], in vivo tissue regeneration is 
becoming increasingly attractive, which takes use of the body’s natural 
capacity for tissue regeneration [15,16]. This process is aided by the 
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exploitation of bioactive materials that can recruit host stem/progenitor 
cells to the wound site to guide the structural and functional restoration 
of injured tissues [17]. In this approach, the living body is utilized as an 
efficient bioreactor that can make full use of in vivo microenvironment to 
create a more physiological niche for SwG regeneration [18]. Addi-
tionally, the approach is relatively simple and limits excessive manip-
ulation of cells in vitro, thus reducing the time and resources for SwG 
regeneration and facing fewer regulatory hurdles. Therefore, the in vivo 
SwG regeneration approaches are more conducive than the in vitro ap-
proaches to clinical translation. Due to the histocompatibility, effects on 
gene expression, signaling, and local microenvironments, as well as 
degradation products of bioactive materials may lead to alterations in 
vivo microenvironment, in vivo tissue regeneration also require more 
verification and validation tests to ensure their safety and performance 
[19]. 

Cell types, microenvironment cues, properties of bioactive materials 
and their dynamical interaction are fundamental for perfect skin repair 
and functional SwG regeneration. This review is concerned with the 
current advances for in vivo SwG regeneration based on bioactive ma-
terials. First, we discuss SwG regeneration in functional wound healing, 
including biological processes of functional wound healing and the 
factors affecting the SwG regeneration, and the inherent and modulable 
properties of bioactive materials. Then, we address the in vivo SwG 
regeneration based on the bioactive materials. We pay attention to the 
recruitment of endogenous cells via bioactive materials, the generation 
of regenerative cells via the delivery of reprogramming factors by 
bioactive materials, and the reestablishment of microenvironment 

mediated by bioactive materials. The bioactive materials-driven ap-
proaches for in situ SwG regeneration are also discussed. Finally, the 
opportunities and challenges of bioactive material-based in vivo SwG 
regeneration are summarized. 

2. SwG regeneration in functional wound healing 

2.1. Biological processes of functional wound healing with SwG 
regeneration 

Functional wound healing is a complicated and vital process that 
involves the recovery of skin appendages, including sebaceous glands, 
hair follicles and SwGs, with the aim of perfectly reconstructing the skin 
after an injury. From skin damage to SwG regeneration contains four 
successive but overlapping stages (Fig. 1A): hemostasis, inflammation, 
proliferation, and remodeling [20]. As the first stage of wound healing 
and SwG regeneration, hemostasis involves 5- to 10-min vasoconstric-
tion, platelets aggregation, and clotting and complements cascade [21]. 
Platelets release transforming growth factor-α (TGF-α), transforming 
growth factor-β (TGF-β) and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) 
[22–25]. Which will trigger a cascade of events for SwG regeneration. 
Thrombus serves as a provisional framework for the incoming reparative 
cells [26,27]. Within 24 h after wounding, the inflammatory responses 
begin to be enhanced, which lays the foundation for SwG regeneration. 
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), calcium waves, damage-associated molec-
ular patterns (DAMPs) and chemotactic molecules initiate the migration 
of neutrophils towards the wound bed as a first line of defense against 

Fig. 1. The skin wound healing process and the morphology and repair of mouse SwG. (A) The schematic representation of skin wound healing. The healing of 
skin wounds can be divided into four main stages: hemostasis involving platelet aggregation, inflammation involving immune cells debriding the wound, prolif-
eration involving endogenous cell recruitment, and remodeling of newly formed ECM. (B) The morphology and repair of mouse SwG. (B, Left) Mouse SwG consists of 
secretory coils deep in the dermis and a relatively straight duct leading to the surface of the skin. The secretion coil contains luminal cells and myoepithelial cells. The 
sweat duct consists of suprabasal and basal layers. (B, Right) In the epidermal injury, neighboring cells in the sweat duct proliferate and migrate to repair the 
damaged site, while the gland cells remain quiescent. In glandular injury, neighboring luminal cells proliferate to repair the damaged luminal cells (as shown by the 
black curved arrow) and neighboring myoepithelial cells proliferate to repair the damaged myoepithelial cells (as shown by the purple curved arrow). ECM, 
extracellular matrix; PDGF, platelet-derived growth factor; TGF-α,β, transforming growth factor-α,β; IL-6, interleukin-6; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-α; IL-1β, 
interleukin-1β; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; α-SMA, α-smooth muscle actin; KGF-1,2, keratinocyte growth factor-1,2; IGF-1, insulin growth factor-1; 
MMP, matrix metalloproteinases; TIMP, tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases; DAMPs, damage-associated molecular patterns. Created with BioRender.com. 
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infection [23,28–31]. Then, monocytes are recruited to the wound and 
transform into tissue-activated macrophages to promote SwG regener-
ation [32], which become the predominant cell population within 
48–72 h after injury [21,33]. Later, lymphocytes, Langerhans cells, mast 
cells, and dendritic cells are involved in the immune responses [34,35]. 
The proliferative stage is the active period of SwG regeneration, which 
starts approximately 3–10 days after the injury and is characterized by 
angiogenesis, granulation tissue formation, collagen deposition, early 
wound contraction, and re-epithelialization [36]. Angiogenesis peaks on 
the fifth day of healing, which is a “sprouting” process [21,23]. The 
establishment of a vascular network enhances the activity of reparative 
cells, promoting SwG regeneration. Once new blood vessels appear, 
granulation tissue is formed by fibroblasts to fill the wound area [37,38], 
which then differentiate into myofibroblasts to bring the wound margins 
together [39]. Unlike rodents whose wound closure is mainly by con-
struction, 80% of human wounds closure depends on re-epithelialization 
[40]. Remodeling is essential for SwG regeneration, which takes place 
on day 21 following the injury and persists for a year or more [36], and is 
characterized by extracellular matrix (ECM) reorganization, strength 
increase, cells and blood vessels decrease. Stronger collagen type I re-
places collagen type III, despite this, the wound strength will only 
recover to around 80% of the normal skin [34,41]. Once epithelializa-
tion is completed, myofibroblasts and remaining cells undergo 
apoptosis, and newly formed capillaries regress [42,43]. Despite the 
detailed understanding of the stages of wound healing, the time window 
for SwG regeneration requires further investigation. Therefore, it is of 
great significance to gain insight into the factors that influence SwG 
regeneration during wound healing. 

2.2. The factors affecting the SwG regeneration in wound healing 

2.2.1. The effect of reparative cell behavior on SwG regeneration 
Skin injuries destroy the tissue structure, leading to gross disruption 

of the cells and microenvironment, which poses a challenge to SwG 
regeneration. Synergetic development of various cells, factors leads to 
the development, repair and regeneration of SwGs. Human SwG for-
mation begins with epidermal buds of pluripotent K14+ progenitors, 
followed by transient but proliferative K14low/K18+ suprabasal layer of 
progenitors. These K14+ basal and K14low/K18+ suprabasal ductal 
progenitors generate myoepithelial and luminal cells of SwGs, respec-
tively [44]. Sweat duct cells are able to continuously proliferate and the 
luminal layer of the secretory coils has some capacity for self-renewal 
[45,46], but they are both damaged following injuries, affecting the 
homeostasis of the SwGs. Although myoepithelial cells remain in a 
quiescent state in the mature SwGs [47], they retain their pluripotent 
potential and are able to participate in SwG regeneration after injuries 
[48]. The multipotent stem cells surrounding the SwG secretory unit are 
able to differentiate into cycling Lgr6-expressing stem cells after injury 
to maintain the entire SwG [49]. The human SwG stroma contains 
Nestin-expressing stem cells, which are capable of multilineage differ-
entiation and potentially involved in SwG regeneration [50]. Therefore, 
various cells of SwGs function coordinately during development to 
enable the downward growth of SwG germs to generate SwGs, whereas 
after injury, some cells that remain relatively quiescent in mature SwGs, 
such as myoepithelial cells and sweat gland cells, are activated to be 
involved in the SwG regeneration process. In mouse SwGs, when the 
epidermis is damaged, the adjacent healthy basal cells of the sweat duct 
and epidermis proliferate, migrate, and differentiate rapidly to repair 
the damaged site, while cells in the sweat gland remain quiescent during 
epidermal wound repair [48]. When gland cells are damaged, nearby 
healthy cells can be activated for local repair (Fig. 1B). 

In addition to tissue-resident cells of SwGs, other cells involved in 
wound healing are activated to repair the SwGs. The activity of various 
cells is greatly enhanced during the proliferative phase. Fibroblasts 
proliferate and differentiate into contractile myofibroblasts to deposit 
ECM [39,51]. Once myofibroblasts fail to undergo apoptosis, excessive 

deposition of myofibroblasts may end up with fibrosis or scaring. The 
fibrotic microenvironment will be detrimental to SwG regeneration. 
Keratinocytes are modulated by keratinocyte growth factor-1,2 (KGF-1, 
2) and insulin growth factor-1 (IGF-1) released from cutaneous T cells, 
contributing to skin re-epithelialization [52,53]. Abnormal behavior of 
keratinocytes may lead to delayed wound healing, which may result in 
fibrosis, abnormal repair and consequently affect SwG regeneration. The 
promising approaches is to convert human epidermal keratinocytes and 
human dermal fibroblasts into sweat gland-like cells (SGLCs), which 
subsequently form SwG tissue [54,55]. The approach not only directly 
facilitates SwG regeneration, but also alleviates fibrosis and scarring, 
which improves the microenvironment of wound healing that further 
promotes SwG regeneration. Homing factors are molecular factors that 
recruit stem cells to the wound site during stem cell homing. Stem cells 
can respond to gradients of chemo-attractants to be recruited to distant 
sites under the influence of homing factors to participate in wound 
healing [14,56]. Therefore, epidermal stem cells (EPSCs), myoepithelial 
stem cells, hair follicle stem cells, bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells 
(BM-MSCs) and other stem cells can potentially be recruited to the 
wound site to participate in SwG regeneration [47,49,50,57,58]. How-
ever, under a large area of severe burns, especially full-thickness burns, 
skin tissues are seriously damaged, causing a shortage of these cells that 
is insufficient to regenerate the SwGs. Furthermore, Macrophages 
release pro-inflammatory cytokines to fight against infection, including 
interleukin (IL)-6, IL-1β, and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) [59], and 
recruit other reparative cells in a paracrine manner [40,60]. Macro-
phage populations are heterogeneous. The transition of macrophage 
phenotype M1 to M2 contributes to neovascularization and ECM depo-
sition, facilitating the transition from the inflammatory to the prolifer-
ative phase [61]. Th2 CD4+ T cell activation is correlated with scarring, 
involving IL-4, 5 and 13 [23]. Disturbances in the inflammatory re-
sponses will lead to chronic non-healing wounds and thus disrupt the 
process of SwG regeneration [62]. Therefore, supplementing reparative 
cells with the ability to regenerate the SwGs is one of the most important 
strategies to achieve SwG regeneration. 

2.2.2. The effect of microenvironment state on SwG regeneration 
Microenvironment is comprised of mechanical forces, cell contacts, 

secreted factors, small molecules, substrate or ECM, and three- 
dimension (3D) architecture [4]. Studies on myoepithelial cells gener-
ating different glandular morphologies in different microenvironments 
demonstrate the significance of microenvironmental cues for SwG 
regeneration [44]. Because of that, induced sweat gland cells (iSGCs) 
showed different repair effects in burns with distinct degrees of niche 
damage [63]. ECM reorganization and fibrosis, angiogenesis and 
innervation are the primary microenvironmental factors affecting SwG 
regeneration (Fig. 1B). 

2.2.2.1. ECM reorganization and fibrosis. ECM is undergoing cell- 
mediated reorganization throughout wound healing. ECM is composed 
of a variety of proteins, including collagen, elastin, and a small number 
of structural proteins, which contribute to cell signaling, recruitment, 
and adhesion, as well as tissue anchoring [64]. Dynamic bidirectional 
interactions between ECM and cells exhibit great significance for wound 
healing and SwG regeneration. Fibronectin and other ECM protein 
fragments at the site of injury attract monocytes, which then bind to 
ECM proteins leading to further breakdown of ECM fragments. This 
binding also upregulates the production of growth factors, including 
PDGF-B and TGF-α, affecting the synthesis of ECM components such as 
proteoglycans [25,65]. Besides, the fibrin-fibronectin provisional sub-
strate functions as a scaffold for cells to adhere and migrate and to be 
substituted by granulation tissue that is rich in fibronectin, providing a 
network of vascularization to deposit collagen subsequently [66]. This 
dynamic change advances the process of SwG regeneration. 

Regeneration and fibrosis share a common cascade of injury- 
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inducing events [67]. In the later proliferation stage of wound healing, 
fibroblasts differentiate into myofibroblasts characterized by the de 
novo expression of α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) via the impact of 
TGF-β [59]. Excessive myofibroblasts contract and deposit excessive 
collagen in the dermis, leading to skin fibrosis and scar formation, which 
disrupts the healing microenvironment and impairs the re-establishment 
of SwGs. The crosslink and improvement of collagen fiber alignment 
lead to the remodeling of ECM to increase fibrosis and form a fully 
matured scar with increased tensile strength and decreased number of 
cells and blood vessels [30], which is highly detrimental to SwG 
regeneration. Disruption of the balance between synthesis and degra-
dation of new tissue mediated by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and 
tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) will lead to abnormal 
healing [21,37,68], affecting SwG regeneration. Besides, inadequate 
ECM degradation and remodeling owing to imbalanced MMP expression 
or over-accumulation of ECM due to increased fibroblast and myofi-
broblast activity will result in hypertrophic scar without SwGs [69]. 

2.2.2.2. Angiogenesis and innervation. SwGs are innervated by the 
sympathetic nervous system, mainly cholinergic fibers and a few are 
adrenergic fibers, which regulate the secretion of sweat [70–72]. 
Therefore, the ingrowth of the nerves to restore the innervation of the 
SwGs after an injury is of great value for the regeneration of functional 
SwGs. Nerve growth factor (NGF) maintains neuronal function and 
modulates neuroplasticity in wound healing. Keratinocytes are able to 
release NGF to increase α1-AR expression on peripheral nerve fibers, and 
catecholamines can increase the migration of keratinocytes by binding 
to α1-AR [73]. In addition, NGF can lead to neuronal survival via the 
PI3K/Akt pathway 51 [74], contributing to the maintenance of the pe-
ripheral nervous system and the innervation of nascent SwGs. Diabetes 
is an important factor in chronic wounds and studies have found that the 
innervation of the SwGs in the dermis is reduced in diabetic patients, 
with the innervation of cholinergic fibers being even more markedly 
reduced [75]. Diabetic skin cells lack NGF and other neurotrophic fac-
tors, so the ability to induce neurite outgrowth is reduced [76]. Thus, 
with a lack of nerve-skin interaction, wound healing is delayed and 
chronic non-healing wounds without SwG regeneration may occur [77]. 
Recent studies suggest that neuropeptides (such as neurotensin (NT), SP, 
α-melanocorticotropin releasing hormone (α-MSH) and calcitonin 
gene-related peptide (CGRP), which act as intercommunication mes-
sengers between nerve afferents and skin cells [78]. They are capable of 
binding to receptors on some skin cells, including fibroblasts, kerati-
nocytes, dermal vascular endothelial cells, Langerhans cells and mast 
cells, to promote skin repair and regeneration. Thus, there is a dynamic 
interaction between cytokines, skin cells, and skin nerves that is essen-
tial to promote nerve ingrowth to optimize the microenvironment, 
facilitating SwG regeneration. Modulating the temporal cascade of 
events in wound healing contributes to the restoration of innervation of 
the SwGs and thus facilitates SwG reconstruction. 

Besides, functional SwG regeneration relies on the restoration of 
angiogenesis after injury. Angiogenesis is triggered by the release of 
TGF-β, PDGF and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) from platelets. Vascular 
endothelial cells line all blood vessels in vivo and interact with matrix 
adhesive proteins to keep mature vessels in a stable state while 
remodeling the matrix by sprouting and forming new blood vessels 
during vascularization or wound repair [79]. During the growth stage of 
healing, macrophages signal to endothelial cells and activate angio-
genesis via releasing PDGF and vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF). The migration, growth, and angiogenesis capacities are medi-
ated by TNF-α, TGF-β, and VEGF [21]. The vascular network formed in 
the wound healing transports oxygen and nutrients to the site of SwG 
regeneration and excretes metabolic waste, accelerating the regenera-
tion of the SwGs. 

Angiogenesis, nerve ingrowth, fibrosis and scarring in wound heal-
ing affect the microenvironmental state for SwG regeneration. The 

interaction of various components in the microenvironment, such as 
cell-cell and cell-ECM, provides an inducible microenvironment for the 
regeneration of hair follicles, SwGs, and sebaceous glands during the re- 
epithelialization [23]. Especially, neighboring microenvironments 
facilitate SwG regeneration after injury via integrated signals relayed to 
cells involved in wound healing [63]. Once the complex interactions 
among the microenvironment are disorganized, chronic non-healing 
wounds will happen, disrupting the SwG regeneration. Based on the 
understanding of the functional wound healing process, it is expected 
that bioactive materials can be utilized to supplement endogenous 
regenerative cells and modulate microenvironmental cues, enhancing in 
vivo SwG regeneration with structural and functional integrity. 

3. Characteristics of bioactive materials for SwG regeneration 

SwG regeneration involves a series of endogenous cells that could 
perceive and respond to the properties of bioactive materials via trans-
membrane receptors that include cell-adhesion molecules, integrins and 
cytoskeleton components. These bioactive materials used for SwG 
regeneration commonly include monolithic, microporous, nano-
particles, fibrous, hydrogels, and 3D-printed scaffolds (Fig. 2A). Bioac-
tive materials are supposed to react to microenvironmental bio-signals 
of SwG regeneration and interplay with a range of endogenous cells such 
as immune cells via inherent and modulable properties (Fig. 2B) to alter 
the local tissue microenvironment for SwG regeneration. 

3.1. Inherent properties of bioactive materials for SwG regeneration 

3.1.1. Biophysical properties of bioactive materials for SwG regeneration 

3.1.1.1. Stiffness and elasticity inspire SwG regeneration. SwGs can be 
regenerated by stem cells, such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), that 
can perceive mechanical cues from the microenvironment to promote 
cytoskeletal re-arrangement. This shows the potential to regulate the 
differentiation of stem cells via mechanotransduction and thus promote 
SwG regeneration [14]. Therefore, the stiffness and elasticity of bioac-
tive materials should be well designed to modulate the behavior of cells 
with the potential to regenerate SwGs and guide their fate determination 
to promote SwG regeneration. The substrate stiffness affects the adhe-
sion, differentiation, migration and proliferation of stem cells. For 
example, in soft matrices, MSCs exhibit neurogenic differentiation, in-
termediate stiffness matrices lead to myogenic differentiation, whereas 
rigid matrices promote osteogenic differentiation in 2D culture condi-
tions [80]. Similarly, under 3D-bioprinted culture conditions, soft 
matrices and stiff matrices induce different differentiation states of 
MSCs [81]. However, these inductive effects of matrix stiffness might be 
displayed only during the initiation, which may gradually be weakened 
through the biochemical effects of the culture medium [82]. Therefore, 
the stiffness of the bioactive materials is supposed to be rationally 
designed to direct the fate of the stem cells toward the regeneration of 
SwGs. Besides, substrate stiffness and elasticity affect the migration, 
proliferation and stratification of keratinocytes to facilitate the resto-
ration of epidermal organization and function [83]. 

Moreover, SwG regeneration and wound healing are closely linked to 
the inflammatory response, and thus, the modulation of the inflamma-
tory response by bioactive materials is of great importance to achieve 
SwG regeneration. Soft substrates are prone to exhibit anti- 
inflammatory responses, while stiff substrates are prone to pro- 
inflammatory responses [84]. Especially, macrophages among immu-
nocytes are susceptible to biomaterial stiffness, thereby regulating their 
adhesion and secretion. For example, human macrophages preferen-
tially adhere to stiffer substrates than soft substrates. But the secretion of 
TNF-α by adherent human macrophages was inversely proportional to 
the substrate stiffness: the maximum TNF-α was secreted by cells on 1.4 
kPa and the least on 348 kPa [85]. Therefore, inflammatory cells such as 
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macrophages are able to respond to the stiffness of the bioactive mate-
rials and optimize the inflammatory response to promote SwG regen-
eration. Furthermore, it has been found that elastin is a significant 
functional component of the ECM of the dermis and is important for skin 
wound repair and SwG regeneration [86]. Therefore, regulating the 
elasticity of biomaterials may promote the restoration of SwGs by 
influencing cellular behaviors in wound healing. Tian et al. developed a 
bioactive elastin-based hydrogel that mimics the skin microenvironment 
and has a human skin-wide modulus [87]. The hydrogel can recruit 
immune cells such as M2 macrophages and neutrophils to injury sites, 
resulting in increased angiogenesis and collagen deposition. Enhanced 
microcirculation and optimized immune microenvironment provide a 
favorable background for SwG regeneration. The above studies suggest 
that rationally designing the stiffness and elasticity of bioactive mate-
rials can regenerate SwGs via directing cell lineage commitment and 
immune response. 

3.1.1.2. Surface structure motivate SwG regeneration. One of the key 
points of SwG regeneration is the recruitment, adhesion and differenti-
ation of endogenous cells, which are influenced by the surface structure 
of the bioactive materials, including topography, surface charge, 
wettability, shape and size. For example, the flat surface and the grooved 
substrate promote different differentiation of MSCs [88], suggesting that 
modulating the surface structure is of great significance in facilitating 
SwG regeneration. Besides, the surface topography modification guide 
the behaviors of endothelial cells, epidermal keratinocytes and dermal 
fibroblasts and encourage the secretion of growth factors for skin wound 
healing and SwG regeneration [89]. Hu et al. developed electrospun 
membranes possessing three different surface topographies (aligned, 
latticed, and random) and applied them to dorsal skin excisional wounds 
in mice and rats. The researchers discovered that when an aligned 
scaffold was present, fibrotic response was reduced and the regeneration 
of cutaneous appendages was enhanced compared to the other two 
scaffolds, mainly involving the regulatory effects of T cells on wound 
healing [90]. Scaffold-mediated cross-talks between cutaneous and im-
mune cells are complex, which have potential applications to the designs 
and selections of biomaterial for SwG regeneration in clinical settings. 
However, the mechanisms of modulating the SwG regeneration by im-
mune microenvironments around bioactive materials remain to be 

further investigated [90]. 
Cell infiltration and fate determination involved in SwG regeneration 

are affected by the porosity of the bioactive materials. Micropores can 
enhance the delivery of nutrients, oxygen, and chemical cues, thus 
contributing to the differentiation of progenitors and the rate of SwG 
regeneration, while macropores with several hundreds of micrometers 
facilitate in vivo regenerative cell migration and neo-vascularization, 
promoting SwG regeneration [91,92]. Interestingly, porous scaffolds 
facilitate the inflammatory cell infiltration and blood vessel ingrowth, to 
create a favorable microenvironment conducive to SwG regeneration. 
Microporous annealed particle scaffolds (MAPS) are applied to induce 
macrophage M2 polarization, easing inflammation and transfer to 
regeneration [93]. Liu and colleagues used microgel-based MAPS of 
three distinct diameters (40 μm, 70 μm, and 130 μm) to culture primary 
murine macrophages, founding that the scaffolds with pore size similar 
to that of cells led to cell morphology and motility-associated changes of 
macrophages in M1/M2 response. Macrophage polarization towards M2 
contributed to the formation of a regenerative microenvironment, which 
in turn promoted SwG regeneration. MAPS composed of microgels with 
130 μm diameter least restricted cell motility characterized by median 
velocity and maximum travel distance. Increases in the rate of cell 
migration can modulate the efficiency of SwG regeneration. The study 
indicated that the spatial constraints caused by the void size within the 
multi-porous scaffold significantly affected the responses of inflamma-
tory cells in 3D culture. Therefore, appropriate regulation of the porosity 
of bioactive materials would contribute to the availability of nutrients, 
vascular networks and a favorable immune microenvironment to 
enhance SwG regeneration. 

Similarly, SwG regeneration is regulated by the surface charge, 
wettability, shape, and size of the bioactive materials. Surface charge is 
essential for regenerative cells attached to biomaterials through focal 
adhesion, especially in the initial phase [94]. Generally, positively 
charged surface will attract more proteins that influence the attachment 
of cells and positive charges activate an immune system signaling 
cascade that enhances tissue regeneration [94]. Thus, bioactive mate-
rials loaded with this charge are promising for SwG regeneration. 
However, some studies about negatively charged biomaterials, such as 
alginate and hyaluronic acid (HA) showed opposite results: negatively 
charged surfaces highly activated inflammatory signals, while positively 

Fig. 2. Bioactive materials for in vivo SwG regen-
eration. (A) Scaffold types. Biomaterials including 
monolithic, microporous, nanoparticles, fibrous, 
hydrogels, and 3D-printed scaffolds have been 
developed to leverage the regenerative potential of 
the endogenous cells and tissues to regenerate SwGs. 
(B) Inherent and modulable properties of bioactive 
materials. Inherent properties include biophysical 
characteristics such as stiffness and elasticity, surface 
structure, and degradation, as well as biochemical 
characteristics such as the chemical structure of bio-
materials and the release of signaling biomolecules. 
Modulable properties can regulate cellular behaviors 
via dynamic responses to internal and external stim-
uli. 3D, three-dimension. Created with BioRender. 
com.   
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charged surfaces induced lower levels of IL-1β [95]. The founding 
highlights the necessity of more detailed research to utilize surface 
charge and biomaterial formulation in improving SwG regeneration 
outcomes. Besides, the biological process of SwG regeneration involves 
cell adhesion, which can be achieved by adjusting the surface wettability 
of bioactive materials, just as platelet adhesion can be reduced by 
superhydrophobic treatment of vascular stents [96], thus providing an 
optimized microenvironment for SwG regeneration. Hao and colleagues 
cultured mouse BM-MSCs using substrates coated with alkanethiol so-
lutions of diverse functional groups, including -OEG, -CH3, -PO3H2, 
–OH, -NH2, and –COOH, which imparted a wide range of wettability and 
charge. They found that intermediate wettability and high iso-electric 
point (IEP) enhanced the adhesion, proliferation and differentiation of 
mouse BM-MSCs, which is probably related to αv and β1 integrin 
signaling [97]. Thus, by optimizing the surface wettability of bioactive 
materials, the behavior of MSCs could be modulated and thus the SwG 
regeneration process would be enhanced. Because cells of living tissues 
commonly live in a complex 3D environment, the cultured SwG cells 
may exhibit limited behaviors in 1D fibrils, and 2D flat surfaces [98]. 
Therefore, engineered techniques have been improved to reconstruct an 
in vivo 3D microenvironment for cell infiltration and release growth 
factors to produce a dynamically organized ECM for ideal cellular be-
haviors and SwG regeneration outcomes. Recently, Fu and colleagues 
created a 3D-ECM using 3D bioprinting, which can mimic highly orga-
nized biological constructs and stimulate cellular accurate responses to 
successfully achieve in vitro differentiation of specific cells and in vivo 
regeneration of functional skin with appendages, including SwGs [99]. 
However, the fabrication of bioprinted skin with blood vessels and 
innervation is difficult. Although gelatin hydrogels are commonly 
employed as bioink, the printed structures contract severely, degrade 
rapidly and have a limited lifespan [99]. Knowledges from bioengi-
neering, materials science, and cell biology and so forth are needed 
comprehensively utilize to develop functional 3D bioprinting skin sub-
stitutes possessing skin appendages such as SwGs. Overall, the specific 
design of the surface structure of bioactive materials and the utilization 
of engineered techniques will advance the process of SwG regeneration. 

3.1.1.3. Mechanical performance and degradation stimulate SwG regener-
ation. In vivo SwG regeneration requires an optimized balance between 
mechanical properties and biodegradability. The mechanical stability of 
the scaffold provides a 3D framework for the infiltration of cells involved 
in SwG regeneration after implantation, and the scaffold should then 
degrade to enable the ingrowth of neo-SwG tissue. As the degradation of 
biomaterials, a variety of reparative cells and immunocytes from the site 
of skin wound infiltrate the scaffold and synergistically promote SwG 
regeneration. The mechanical properties and biodegradation of 
wollastonite bio-ceramics are simultaneously improved by precisely 
controlling dilute concentrations of Mg dopant introduced (Mg/Ca 
molar ratio: 1.2–2.1%) [100]. The benefits of biocompatibility, corro-
sion resistance, and bioactivity make biodegradable ceramics attractive 
for in vivo tissue healing [101]. However, rapid degradation does not 
provide enough time for newly formed SwG tissue to infiltrate and 
remodel, while slow degradation prolonged structural support that as-
sists fibrosis to further impair the SwG regeneration process. Therefore, 
the importance should be the match between degradation rate and 
neo-tissue formation for structural and functional regeneration of SwGs. 
Mixing less degradable hydroxyapatite and highly degradable β-trical-
cium phosphate (β-TCP), or incorporating other biocompatible Calcium 
phosphate (Cap) phases give Caps structural stability and degradability 
at the same time, which would better facilitate tissue regeneration 
[102]. Hence, the successful manufacture of biomaterials with appro-
priate biodegradable properties provides insights into the design of 
bioactive materials with both mechanical properties and biodegrad-
ability for enhancing SwG regeneration. 

During SwG regeneration, the early stages of stem cell differentiation 

are mechanosensitive. Biophysical properties such as stiffness of the 
biomaterial may lead to lineage commitment through mechano-
transduction effects, which is possibly mediated by transcriptional co- 
activator yes-associated protein (YAP) [103]. These effects can further 
influence the intracellular and intercellular signaling pathways and 
modulate SwG regeneration signaling networks for the structural and 
functional integrity of the SwGs. Besides, immune responses are crucial 
in SwG regeneration, and therefore, dynamic modulation of the bio-
physical properties of biomaterials to alter the local microenvironment, 
including the immune microenvironment, and the fate of endogenous 
cells is of great relevance to promote SwG regeneration. However, the 
mechanisms by which mechanical cues from bioactive materials influ-
ence cell behaviors and the immunoregulatory capacity of bioactive 
materials require further elucidation. 

3.1.2. Biochemical properties of bioactive materials for SwG regeneration 
Endogenous cells involved in SwG regeneration are recruited to the 

wound area under the guidance of biological signals and reconstruct 
SwG tissues under the influence of the immune microenvironment. 
Bioactive materials with biochemical properties can affect host immune 
responses and the recruitment and fate of endogenous cells to facilitate 
SwG regeneration through the release of signal biomolecules and the 
degradation of bioactive materials. These biochemical cues can activate 
specific signal pathways or a set of genes to modulate cell behaviors 
[19]. For example, sequestering pH-controllable H2S donor, JK1, within 
biomimetic HA hydrogels induces M2 phenotypic polarization of mac-
rophages in vivo dermal wounds, enhancing angiogenesis and improving 
wound remodeling effects [104]. Encapsulating cytokines, such as 
TGF-β1 and IL-10, into polyethylene glycol hydrogels can suppress the 
maturation of dendritic cells and alleviate the adaptive immune 
response [105]. These approaches improve the pro-regenerative 
microenvironment and wound microcirculation, contributing to SwG 
repair and regeneration. Interestingly, while TGF-β1 can induce scar 
formation, injection of another isoform of TGF-β, TGF-β3, into incisional 
wounds is able to accelerate regeneration and reduce post-operative 
scarring [105]. Inhibition of scar formation would contribute to SwG 
regeneration. Taken together, these data suggest that bioactive mate-
rials incorporating signal molecules can guide and control endogenous 
cell responses for desirable SwG regeneration. Moreover, the local 
microenvironment of SwG regeneration can be altered by the degrada-
tion by-products of bioactive materials via releasing signaling ions. For 
example, synthetic whitlockite (WH) nanoparticles can continuously 
release magnesium and phosphate ions to achieve tissue regeneration 
through controlling cell differentiation [106,107]. The spatiotemporally 
controlled release of active ions from BGs during degradation can 
convert macrophages phenotype from M1 to M2 and alter the secretion 
of anti-inflammatory and pro-inflammatory cytokines [108], which may 
be probably related to the toll-like receptor (TLR) pathway and the 
activation of nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB). This transition towards an 
anti-inflammatory and pro-regenerative orientation is essential for SwG 
regeneration. Taken together, bioactive materials could potentially be 
engineered to encapsulate signal biomolecules or release degradation-by 
products to modulate endogenous cellular behaviors and the tissue im-
mune microenvironment to further facilitate SwG regeneration. 

3.2. Modulable properties of bioactive materials for SwG regeneration 

SwG regeneration is a dynamic biological process and therefore dy-
namic modulation of the properties of biomaterials to participate in the 
temporal-spatial events of SwG regeneration is of great importance. 
Properties of some biomaterials can be modulated by environmental 
stimuli to release target biomolecules or tune the ECM to further control 
cellular behaviors and immune responses in a user-defined manner for in 
vivo regeneration. These biomaterials are also called dynamically 
responsive biomaterials, whose major functions are on-demand release 
biomolecules and direct cellular responses via modulating properties 
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[19]. The physiochemical characteristics of photo-responsive bio-
materials used for SwG regeneration and functional wound healing can 
be dynamically modulated by exposure to light. Photothermal agents on 
biomaterials will produce local high temperature under specific wave-
lengths of light to breakdown the bacterial integrity to fight infection 
and provide on-demand drug release [109]. Besides, increased blood 
flow will promote oxygenation, which is highly beneficial for SwG 
regeneration. For example, in a photosensitive nanoparticle, when 
irradiated at 310 nm, the drug-carrier bond was irreversibly broken, 
resulting in drug release [110]. Because the small average size of these 
nanoparticles is small enough to penetrate cells, it is possible to control 
intracellular drug release remotely from the outside. However, 
nano-systems carry an unintended risk of toxicity and their application 
to SwG regeneration remains challenging. Fortunately, hydrogels have 
the potential to overcome this obstacle with their tunable mechanical 
strength, and stability, as well as biocompatibility and biodegradability. 
Photosensitive hydrogels provide a 3D network to mimic native tissues 
that is more conducive to SwG regeneration while combining the ben-
efits of photosensitive therapy. A near-infrared (NIR)-responsive 
hydrogel promotes more angiogenesis and regeneration of skin ap-
pendages and less infiltration of inflammatory cells when irradiated by 
NIR [109]. External electric and magnetic fields can also influence the 
properties of biomaterials to better interact with the SwG regeneration 
process. Under the action of external magnetic fields (EMFs), 
polysaccharide-based magnetic-responsive hydrogels that mimic ECM 
could improve cell biological activity by increasing cytoskeletal channel 
activity [111]. Moreover, pH, temperature, pressure, enzymes, and 
small molecules of the microenvironment can alter the characteristics of 
biomaterials. A pH-Sensitive HA-based composite hydrogel, with anti-
microbial peptides (AMPs) as a cross-linking agent via forming Schiff’s 
base, exhibiting good biostability [112]. This hydrogel showed 
acidity-triggered on-demand release of loads in specific pathologically 
acidic environments and accelerated full-thickness wound healing in 
infected mouse models. As HA is a natural component of skin ECM, 
HA-based hydrogels can regulate inflammation and promote angiogen-
esis [113], which is also of great benefit for SwG regeneration. Based on 
the available studies, the fabrication of bioactive materials with 
stimuli-responsive capacity to promote SwG regeneration is promising. 

Additionally, proper integration of separate responsive biomaterials 
wound enhance SwG regeneration. For example, the surface of MXene 
can be functionalized using γ-Methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane 
(KH570) to augment the interfacial compatibility between the 
temperature-sensitive PNIPAm polymer and conductive MXene nano-
sheets to further form a novel smart response hydrogel [114]. The 
hydrogel showed a highly strain-sensitive and can achieve 
light-controlled drug release at the same time, illustrating a unique 
approach to functionalize and release loads spatio-temporally. Although 
the in vivo efficiency of these emerging methods yet to be demonstrated, 
they have shown considerable potential to facilitate SwG regeneration. 
More approaches will be integrated to control the wound repair process 
to accomplish functional healing with SwG regeneration. Inherent and 
modulable properties of bioactive materials can enhance in vivo SwG 
regeneration through the alteration of the microenvironment and the 
modulation of endogenous cell behaviors. However, SwG regeneration 
involved a serious of timed events: cell proliferation, migration, and 
differentiation, as well as microenvironment remodeling. Given that, the 
properties of biomaterials can be precisely designed to interact with the 
dynamic process of SwG regeneration to improve in vivo SwG regener-
ation outcomes. 

4. Bioactive material-direct cell modulation for SwG 
regeneration 

4.1. Bioactive material-mediated recruitment of reparative cells for SwG 
regeneration 

Bioactive materials facilitate the rapid migration of endogenous cells 
to the wound site after injury to promote wound healing and in vivo SwG 
regeneration. Studies have reported some bioactive materials that are 
able to recruit endogenous regenerative cells to facilitate tissue regen-
eration. Bioactive hydrogels containing BG and SA are capable of 
releasing ions, e.g. Ca and Si ions [115]. The hydrogel-induced macro-
phages to polarize towards M2 phenotype, thereby recruiting reparative 
cells, including endothelial cells and fibroblasts, by secreting some 
specific chemokines and cytokines like TGF-β, VEGF, and bFGF. As a 
result, ECM synthesis and vascularization were enhanced, demon-
strating the capacity of bioactive hydrogel to improve microenviron-
ment for SwG regeneration by recruiting endogenous cells. In another 
approach, silk fibroin (SF) hydrogel was fabricated through blending 
A. assama SF (AaSF) and B. mori SF (BmSF) [116]. AaSF protein 
possessed inherent RGD motifs (3 RGD motifs per heavy chain 230 kDa) 
that could promote the recruitment and migration of cells. Therefore, 
the hydrogel facilitated the migration of cells residing the edge of the 
wound, such as keratinocytes, towards the wound bed, enhancing tissue 
regeneration in full-thickness skin burn wounds. These results demon-
strated that bioactive materials can be designed to recruit endogenous 
regenerative cells to provide an inductive microenvironment for SwG 
regeneration. 

Additionally, designing bioactive materials incorporated with hom-
ing factors is promising to recruit endogenous regenerative cells for in 
vivo SwG regeneration (Table 1). For example, a chitosan microparticle- 
pluronic F127 (CSMP-PF) hydrogel complex incorporating SP and TGF- 
β1 increased the density of skin appendages following the wound heal-
ing [117]. Since stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1) is able to be 
recognized by CXCR4 receptors, SDF-1 can promote stem/progenitor 
cells expressing CXCR4 to migrate to the site of injury, such as MSCs and 
EPSCs [118,119]. In a study, an alginate hydrogel patch delivered SDF-1 
increased the homing of stem cells, accelerated wound healing, and 
reduced scarring [120], which is conducive to SwG regeneration. 
However, developing bioactive materials that can controllably release 
bioactive factors in a spatiotemporal sequence to facilitate in vivo SwG 
regeneration is a challenge. To address this challenge, a nano-
particle/hydrogel composite system was developed [121]. In this 
approach, SDF-1α and chitosan/tripolyphosphate/hyaluronic 
acid/antimiRNA-138 nanoparticles (CTH/antimiR-138 NPs) were 
incorporated into chitosan/β-sodium glycerol phosphate (CS/GP) 
hydrogel. Compared with the blank group, SDF-1α and antimiR-138 
were released in a temporal sequence, promoting MSCs migration and 
tissue regeneration. Similarly, an injectable chitosan/silk fibroin 
hydrogel system was developed to recruit endogenous MSCs spatio-
temporally [122]. The hydrogel was modified with a p-hydroxybenzene 
propanoic acid (PA) and contained SDF-1 and kartogenin (KGN)-loaded 
microspheres, which achieved sequential release of both SDF-1 and 
KGN. Thus, the design approaches of these biomaterials make the 
sequential release of the loads possible, which has promising applica-
tions for SwG regeneration. Besides, a liposome/gelatin methacrylate 
(GelMA) nanocomposite hydrogel system was developed [123]. SDF-1α 
was incorporated into anionic liposomes and then further embedded in 
Type B GelMA hydrogels with negative charges. The nanocomposite 
hydrogel system controllably released SDF-1α over time at physiologi-
cally relevant levels to recruit macrophages with an anti-inflammatory 
phenotype, inducing a regenerative microenvironment to facilitate 
skin tissue healing and SwG regeneration. These promising studies 
demonstrated the feasibility of the strategies that use bioactive materials 
to recruit endogenous cells for tissue regeneration, which can be 
potentially used for in vivo SwG regeneration. Further testing and 
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validation are also needed to ensure the safety and efficacy of the stra-
tegies for clinical translation. 

4.2. Bioactive material-guided cellular reprogramming for SwG 
regeneration 

An alternative approach to supplement endogenous regenerative 
cells for SwG regeneration is to integrate the bioactive material utili-
zation and cellular reprogramming technology. Cell fate can be altered 
under appropriate conditions and cues, which can be depicted using the 
revised Waddington model (Fig. 3A) [124]. Genes exercise rigorous 
control over the fate of cells. Thus, cellular reprogramming could favor 
the conversion of cell fate, which can be achieved in vivo through the 
utilization of a single or several of following six factors (Fig. 3B): (1) 
lineage-determining transcription factors (TFs); (2) microRNAs (miR-
NAs) and small interfering RNAs (siRNAs); (3) mRNA; (4) CRISPR-Cas9; 
(5) epigenetic modifiers; (6) chemical compounds. In this section, we 
discuss these approaches based on bioactive materials (Table 2) in detail 
and discuss the current status and development of these techniques as 

applied to SwG reprogramming. 

4.2.1. Bioactive material-based delivery of lineage-determining 
transcription factors for SwG reprogramming 

The identity of cells involved in SwG regeneration is regulated by 
gene transcription so that optimizing bioactive material-mediated 
transcriptional modulation can promote SwG regeneration. TFs are 
proteins that bind to DNA sequences and in charge of modulating gene 
transcription [125,126]. The delivery of lineage-determining TFs via 
biomaterials can modulate cell identity and induce the lineage-specific 
differentiation for in vivo SwG regeneration. However, the challenge of 
this approach is to maintain the stability and functionality of these 
proteins over the delivery process. Traditional approaches commonly 
use retroviral, lentiviral and adenoviruses as delivery systems for the 
introduction of TFs into target cells [127]. However, The ability of the 
vector to integrate raises insertional mutagenicity and oncogenicity 
risks, leading to concerns about its safety for the utilization in clinical 
studies [128]. Given that, some alternative strategies are emerging, 
including nanoparticles, hydrogels, and microspheres. Craig et al. 

Table 1 
The homing factors with potential for in vivo regeneration.  

Homing/migration 
factors 

Stem/Progenitor cells Functions Study models Ref. 

SDF-1 EPSC Skin wound healing Sprague–Dawley rats with 6-mm full-thickness punch 
biopsy wounds 

[118] 

MSC Brain tissue repair Neonatal rats with HIBD [214] 
Bone defect healing Wistar rats of the BD-IM and BG models [215] 
Skeletal muscle regeneration BALB/c mice with injured gastrocnemius muscles [216] 
Liver injury repair Sprague-Dawley rats with liver injury [217] 
Liver injury repair Sprague-Dawley rats with acute liver injury [218] 
Myocardial repair Lewis rats with ischaemic cardiomyopathy [219] 

ESC Production of hematopoietic progenitor cells E14 and CCE ESC lines [220] 
EPC Skin wound healing FVB/NJ mice with 8 mm diameter, full thickness, 

circular skin wounds 
[221] 

Angiogenesis C57BL/6 mice with ischemic hind limb [222] 
HPSC HPSCs mobilization Plasminogen (Plg)− /− and MMP-9− /− C57BL/6 J mice [223] 
NPC Nerve repair Murine NPCs [224] 
ASC Angiogenesis Murine ASCs and C57/BL6 mice with ischemic dorsal 

soft tissue 
[225] 

Muscle satellite cell (muscle 
stem cell) 

Skeletal muscle regeneration WAG rats with injured soleus muscles [226] 

PGC Guide the migration of PGCs Zebrafish PGCs and embryos [227] 
SP MSC Calvarial defect repair Mice with calvarial defects [228] 

HPSC Vascularization Patients and mice with type 2 diabetes [229] 
Proangiogenic progenitor cell Angiogenesis Mice with limb ischemia, patients with acute myocardial 

infarction 
[230] 

CD29+stromal-like cell Wound healing Mice, rats and rabbits, human MSCs [231] 
TGF-β ASC, MSC, SSC Chondrogenesis Primary human ASCs, MSCs, and SSCs [232] 

MSC Cartilage regeneration New Zealand rabbits with osteochondral defects [233] 
Myocardial injury repair Mice with heart I/R injury [234] 
MSCs migration Human and murine BM-MSCs [235] 
Wound healing Balb/C mice with 5 mm full-thickness skin wound [236] 

HPSC HPSC homing LNT-229 glioma cells, HPCs, nude mice [237] 
G-CSF EPC Vascular healing Hypercholesterolemic rabbits with iliac artery injury [238] 

HPSC Mobilize HPSCs into blood C57BL/6 J mice [239] 
MSC Mobilize MSCs into peripheral blood Sprague–Dawley rats [240] 

MCP MSC Improve the cardiac function and decrease the 
myocardial fibrosis 

C57/BL6 mouse MSCs and C57/BL6 mice with dilated 
cardiomyopathy 

[241] 

Galanin MSC MSCs homing Galanin transgenic mice and eGFP transgenic mice [242] 
HGF MSC Wound healing Murine MSCs [243] 

CSC Cardiac injury repair Dogs with MI [244] 
IGF-1 MSC Renal injury repair Mice with AKI [245] 

MSCs migration Lewis rat MSCs [246] 
PDGF MSC Wound healing GFP+/FVB or Tie2-LacZ+/FVB transgenic mouse MSCs [247] 

Cartilage injury repair Human MSCs [248] 
bFGF MSC MSCs migration Human MSCs [249] 

Cardiac injury repair Dogs with MI [250] 

SDF-1, stromal-derived factor 1; EPSC, epidermal stem cell; MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; ESC, embryonic stem cell; EPC, endothelial progenitor cell; HIBD, hypoxic- 
ischemic brain damage; BD-IM, bone defect-induced mem-brane; BG, bone-graft; HPSC, hematopoietic progenitor and stem cell; NPC, neural progenitor cell; ASC, 
adipose stromal cell; WAG, Wistar Albino Glaxo; PGC, primordial germ cell; SSC, synovium stem cell; I/R, ischemia/reperfusion; SP, substance P; TGF-β, transforming 
growth factor β; G-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; MCP, monocyte chemotactic protein; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor; IGF-1, insulin-like 
growth factor-1; PDGF, platelet-derived growth factor; bFGF, basic fibroblast growth factor; CSC, cardiac stem cell; MI, myocardial infarction; AKI, acute kidney injury. 
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utilized a newly developed polyethylenimine-(5) myristic acid/poly-
ethylene glycol oleic acid/cholesterol (PEI600-MA5/PEG-OA/Cho) 
nanoparticles were able to effectively deliver pro-angiogenic transcrip-
tion factor FOXM1 (forkhead box M1) or FOXF1 (forkhead box F1), 
improving angiogenesis and tissue regeneration via the VEGF/Flk 1 
signaling pathway [129]. Thus, delivery of TFs may promote SwG 
regeneration through vascular niche. Nevertheless, the uptake efficiency 
of TFs in target cells is low. To address this limitation, Liu et al. formed 
supramolecular nanoparticles (SNPs) encapsulated with TFs 
(TF⋅DNA⊂SNPs) that can deliver intact TFs with better efficiency than 
existing approaches [130]. In this approach, anion properties were 
introduced into the TF to facilitate the encapsulation of the TF into a 
cationic SNP carrier. A DNA plasmid with a TF-specific matching 
recognition sequence is used for the formation of an anionic TF⋅DNA 
complex. This delivery system enhanced the cellular uptake of TFs, 
exhibiting dramatically improved delivery performance. Previous 
studies have demonstrated that several TFs, such as Engrailed-1 (En-1), 
ectodysplasin A (EDA), sonic hedgehog (SHH), WNT, bone morphoge-
netic protein (BMP), forkhead box a1 (Foxa1), and NF-κB, are closely 
related to SwG formation [131–134]. Yao et al. further demonstrated 
that FoxC1 can directly reprogram epidermal cells (ECs) to functional 
iSGCs with increased efficiency and recovered sweating both in vitro and 
in vivo, which may relate to the activation of BMP5, WNT10a, NF-κB, 
SHH, and EDA transcription [135]. Besides, human fibroblasts during 
wound healing can be transdifferentiated to macrophages, Sertoli cells, 
neural stem cells, and hair cell lineage via the delivery of TF cocktails 
[136,137], thereby reducing tissue fibrosis for SwG regeneration. These 
studies have shown that the use of TFs is vital for scarless wound healing 
and in vivo SwG regeneration. However, selecting appropriate TFs for 
cellular reprogramming is challenging due to trial-and-error ap-
proaches. The development of genome-scale studies and so forth will 
contribute to fine outcomes. Furthermore, since the collaborative effects 
of lineage-determining TFs will be more efficient than a single one, 
biomaterials need to be crafted to deliver multiple TFs to modulate the 

SwG regeneration process to achieve desired SwG regeneration 
outcomes. 

4.2.2. Bioactive material-based delivery of miRNAs and siRNAs for SwG 
reprogramming 

SwG regeneration is a biological process regulated by multiple genes, 
therefore, silencing of specific genes through bioactive materials is vital 
for modulating SwG regeneration. MiRNAs are classes of non-coding 
RNAs that bind to mRNA by Watson-Crick base pairing, thereby 
silencing genes by degradation of the mRNA and repression of trans-
lation [138]. SiRNA are double-stranded RNA molecules that are typi-
cally used to transiently silence target genes [139]. Intracellularly 
delivering miRNAs or siRNAs has been used extensively in regenerative 
medicine, which can silence specific gene expression to modulate 
various biological processes via RNA interference (RNAi). However, 
effective delivery of RNAi molecules is difficult because these 
nucleic-acid biomolecules degrade easily in the circulation due to their 
susceptibility to nucleases, while the large anionic size limits the 
entrance into the cytoplasm or nucleus of target cells for nucleic-acid 
biomolecules [140]. In this regard, viral vectors, dendrimers, lipo-
somes, hydrogels, polymeric nanoparticles, and metal nanoparticles 
have all been used as RNAi molecule delivery systems to facilitate SwG 
regeneration. 

MiRNA is more vital for SwG regeneration involving plenty of gene 
disorders due to the ability to target multiple genes compared to siRNA. 
The target delivery of miRNAs is a bottleneck in developing miRNA- 
based therapies to achieve SwG regeneration, owing to effects caused 
by miRNAs that might vary significantly across cell types and patho-
physiological settings [141–143]. SwG regeneration involves a wide 
range of cells, therefore the development of bioactive materials for 
targeted delivery of miRNA is crucial to obtain the desired SwG regen-
eration outcomes. Takahashi et al. injected polyethylene 
glycol-modified liposomes (Bubble liposomes (BLs)) into the body to 
reach the target tissue under the monitor of ultrasound and then 

Fig. 3. The strategies of in vivo reprogramming 
for SwG regeneration. (A) The revised Waddington 
model for cellular reprogramming. Cells can be 
reprogrammed from one type to others by the 
expression of pioneer transcription factors. (B) In vivo 
cellular reprogramming via the delivery of factors. 
Endogenous cells can be reprogrammed in vivo by 
using one or several of the following approaches: 
leveraging TFs, RNAi molecules, mRNA, CRISPR- 
Cas9, epigenetic modifiers and chemical com-
pounds. TF, transcription factor; siRNA, small inter-
fering RNA; miRNA, microRNA; CRISPR-Cas9, 
clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 
repeats-CRISPR-associated protein 9. Created with 
BioRender.com.   
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Table 2 
Comparison of bioactive materials-based approaches for in vivo cellular reprogramming.  

Approaches Bioactive materials Loading payloads Targeting cells Advantages Disadvantages Refs 

The delivery of 
TFs 

Nanoparticle FOXM1 or FOXF1 Alveolar 
endothelial cells 
and 
myofibroblasts 

1.Capability to determine the 
expression of all genes 
2.Being well studied 

1.Low reprogramming 
efficiencies 
2.Off-target effects  
3. Challenge to preserve 

proteins integrity and 
activity 

[129,130, 
209, 
251–257] 

TF⋅DNA⊂SNP OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and 
c-MYC 

HeLa cells 

PEG nanoparticle MYOD1 Myoblast cells 
AuNPs Gata 4, Mef2c, and Tbx5 Cardiac cell 
DARTs Nrf2 HepG2 cells 
TNT platform ABM, EFF Skin cells 
Transgenic expression ASCL1, TSA Müller glial cell 
Injection Transient OCT4, SOX2, 

KLF4, cMYC 
Skeletal muscle 
cell 

Electroporation OLIG2, SOX10 Neuroblast 
The delivery of 

miRNAs and 
siRNAs 

BL miR-126 HUVECs  1. Capability to modulate 
mRNA stability and 
translation of nearly all 
human cells.  

1. Negatively charged  
2. Immunogenicity  
3. Cellular uptake  
4. Endosomal escape  
5. Rapid degradation by 

RNases  
6. A short half-life of ≈10 min 

in plasma  
7. Safety concerns  
8. Challenge to targeted 

delivery 

[144–146, 
258–265] Nanoparticle miR-21 mimic Cardiac 

macrophages 
HA-based nanoparticle miR-223–5p mimic Macrophages 
HP-based hydrogel miR-26a BM-MSC 
PLA-DX-PEG hydrogel siRNA/Noggin Dorsal muscle 

pouch 
PEG hydrogel Noggin siRNA and 

miRNA-20a 
MSCs 

Cationic sterosome Noggin siRNA MSCs 
Injection miR-1, miR-133, miR- 

208 and miR-499 
Cardiac fibroblasts 

The delivery of 
mRNAs 

LNP Chemically modified 
mRNA 

Retinal cells  1. The low likelihood of 
genomic integration and 
mutagenesis of critical 
regions of the host genome  

1. Immune reactions  
2. Stability  
3. Storage conditions  
4. In vivo safety concerns 

[152,154, 
266] 

LNP Cre mRNA Hepatic 
endothelial cells 
and Kupffer cells 

The delivery of 
CRISPR- 
Cas9 system 

Gold nanoparticle Cas9 protein, guide RNA 
and donor DNA 

Muscle cells  1. Precisely edit and modify 
any location in the 
genome  

2. Facile design and 
fabrication  

3. Adapt for different cell 
types  

1. Low editing efficiency  
2. Challenge to safely and 

efficiently deliver all 
components  

3. Off-target effects 

[161, 
267–273] 

LNP CRISPR/Cas9 
components 

Hepatocytes 

Exosome-liposome 
hybrid nanoparticle 

CRISPR/Cas9 system MSCs 

RNP Purified recombinant 
Cas9 protein and guide 
RNA 

Human cells 
(including ESCs 
and fibroblasts) 

Lipid-encapsulated 
gold nanoparticle 

Cas9-sgPlk-1 plasmids Tumor cells 

Cationic lipid-assisted 
PEG-b-PLGA 
nanoparticle 

Macrophage-specific 
promoter-driven Cas9 
expression plasmids 
(pM458 and pM330) 

Macrophages 

Microinjection Cas9 mRNA and sgRNAs One-cell-stage 
embryos 

The delivery of 
epigenetic 
modifiers 

Parallel microgrooves Topographical cues Cardiac 
progenitors  

1. Making no changes to the 
actual base genomic code  

2. Reversible nature  

1. Molecular mechanisms 
relating materials properties 
to epigenome regulation 
have not been well 
understood 

[170,171, 
274–278] 

Parallel microgrooves 
or nanofibrous 
scaffolds with aligned 
fibre orientation 

Topographical cues Fibroblasts 

Nanograted surfaces 
with different features 
size 

Topographical cues ESCs 

Soft and rigid matrix Matrix elastic cues MSCs 
Stiffness of 
biomaterials 

Mechanical cues MSCs 

α calcium sulfate Sodium butyrate and TSA Osteoblasts 
Chitosan-based scaffold TSA hPDLCs 

The delivery of 
chemical 
compounds 

3D porous silk fibrous 
scaffold 

CFLSSVY (CHIR99021, 
Forskolin, LDN193189, 
SB431542, SP600125, 
VPA, and Y27632) 

Dermal fibroblasts  1. Non-integrative to the 
genome  

2. Reversible function  
3. Low cost  
4. Easier control and 

standardization  
5. High stability  

1. Non-specific side effects on 
non-target cells or tissues  

2. Toxicities 

[172,175, 
177, 
279–285] 

Cationic sterosome Osteoinductive small 
molecule phenamil and 
noggin siRNA 

MSCs 

Ap-PLGA scaffold Phenamil MSCs 
PLGA scaffold Phenamil MC3T3-E1 cells 
Collagen sponge FK506 Osteocytes 
Collagen sponge KM11073 Osteocytes 
Injection CRFVPTM chemical 

cocktail 
Cardiac fibroblast 
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delivered miRNA, which successfully induced angiogenesis factors and 
improved blood flow [144]. Enhanced angiogenesis facilitates the de-
livery of loads and oxygen to the site of SwG regeneration, while 
metabolic waste is removed, thus promoting SwG repair and recon-
struction. In recent studies, nanoparticles encapsulated miRNAs to 
induce polarization of immune cells in a direction that promotes wound 
regeneration to facilitate in vivo wound healing and SwG regeneration. 
For example, nanoparticles encapsulated miRNA-21 mimic elicited a 
switch in macrophage phenotype from pro-inflammatory to reparative 
[145], and the miRNA-223–5p mimic loaded hydrogels promoted a 
polarization of macrophages towards M2 phenotype [146]. The transi-
tion from the inflammatory phase to the regenerative phase is necessary 
to achieve SwG regeneration. Besides, Li et al. attached engineered 
exosomes loaded with miR146a to a silk fibroin patch (SFP), thereby 
constructing an efficient miRNA delivery system. The wound dressing 
suppressed inflammation, increased vascularization and 
re-epithelialization, while promoting the regeneration of skin append-
ages [147]. These studies demonstrate the potentials for using bio-
materials to deliver miRNAs to achieve in vivo skin wound healing and 
SwG regeneration. The focus should be placed on designing biomaterials 
loaded with various miRNAs, combined with antibacterial strategies to 
prevent the growth of drug-resistant microbial infections, thereby 
achieving scarless wound healing with SwGs. 

SiRNA-based therapeutics have opened a novel avenue to improve 
the repair and regeneration processes of SwGs. Studies have reported 
that the use of siRNA can knockdown scarring genes, which is certainly 
attractive for SwG regeneration. However, these approaches use unen-
capsulated siRNA directly, making it susceptible to rapid degradation 
and have poor bioavailability [148,149]. Fortunately, Steven et al. re-
ported an ultrathin polymer film coating delivering siRNAs sustainedly 
into third-degree burn wounds, which can silence connective tissue 
growth factor (CTGF) and reduce fibrotic responses [150]. This 
approach encapsulates the siRNAs in an ultrathin coating, avoiding 
rapid clearance of siRNAs from the target tissue, reducing tissue fibrosis 
that can provide a favorable microenvironment for SwG regeneration 
after injury. Based on this understanding of the use of siRNA to suppress 
the expression of CTGF, a pharmaceutical for skin repair, RXI-109, has 
been developed and is under evaluation in clinical trials [151]. RXI-109 
is able to reduce skin tissue scar formation and alleviate fibrosis, so it 
could also potentially be used to facilitate SwG regeneration. The above 
studies suggest that biomaterial-mediated miRNAs/siRNAs-based ther-
apies have great potential in scarless wound healing with SwG regen-
eration. The approach is simpler than gene editing as miRNA and siRNA 
are delivered into the cytoplasm via biomaterials. However, employing 
biomaterials to deliver miRNAs/siRNAs to improve SwG regeneration is 
still in its early stages, and its clinical application still faces kinds of 
obstacles that must be resolved, such as the possibility of initiating im-
mune reactions and vector degradation in circulation. 

4.2.3. Bioactive material-based delivery of mRNA for SwG reprogramming 
mRNA can be delivered into the cytoplasm instead of the nucleus of 

target cells involved in SwG regeneration by bioactive materials to 
efficiently express functional proteins. mRNA delivery greatly reduces 
the risk of integration or insertional mutagenesis, gendering it to be 
growingly attractive for in vivo SwG regeneration. A range of mRNA 
carriers are developed, such as polymers, cationic peptides and lipid 
nanoparticles [152]. Blakney et al. synthesized mannosylated poly 
(ethylene imine) copolymers to deliver self-amplifying mRNA (saRNA), 

enhancing saRNA uptake and protein expression in human skin 
epithelial cells [153]. In another study, lipid nanoparticles containing 
oxidized cholesterol were used to deliver mRNA to immunocytes with 
high efficiency [154]. These studies demonstrated the potential of 
delivering mRNA via biomaterials to regulate cell behaviors involved in 
wound healing to promote SwG regeneration. However, reaching a good 
balance between biocompatibility and expression efficiency is a 
concern. Herein, a pH-responsive DNA nano-hydrogel system is fabri-
cated to deliver mRNA [155]. In this approach, the nano-hydrogel was 
compacted into a nanosphere via the crosslinking by “X”-shaped DNA 
scaffolds and DNA linkers to facilitate cell endocytosis, and a 
pH-responsive i-motif structure was incorporated into the 
nano-hydrogel for smart release of the mRNA. As a result, this 
nano-hydrogel system can efficiently deliver and smartly release mRNA. 
Besides, the system has high protein expression efficiency comparable to 
commercial liposomes but possesses much better biocompatibility. 
Thus, this mRNA delivery system is expected to interact with the 
microenvironment of SwG regeneration and thus promote SwG regen-
eration. However, mRNA-based therapeutics face challenges of immu-
nogenicity and stability. Fortunately, introducing new chemical 
modifications into the mRNA holds promise for overcoming these lim-
itations. A modified mRNA encoding VEGF-A (AZD8601) reduced im-
mune responses and increased protein expression [156], which could 
orient the biological process toward the SwG regeneration. The appli-
cation of AZD in some diabetic patients has also achieved good results 
and has been well-tolerated. Fibroblasts-based delivery of synthetic 
VEGF-modified mRNA improved vascular density in the wound site 
[157]. It improved vascularization and thus this approach is very 
attractive for SwG regeneration. These studies illustrated that the in vivo 
delivery of therapeutic mRNA can stimulate the production of endoge-
nous proteins, providing an idea for the in vivo restoration of SwGs. By 
constantly overcoming remaining obstacles, such as targeted delivery 
and long-term control of protein expression levels in cells without a 
severe immune response, bioactive materials-based mRNA delivery will 
further facilitate in vivo SwG regeneration. 

4.2.4. Bioactive material-based delivery of CRISPR-Cas9 components for 
SwG reprogramming 

SwG regeneration involves a series of genetic events, and therefore 
bioactive material-mediated gene editing is regarded as another effec-
tive means of promoting SwG regeneration. The clustered regularly 
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated 
protein 9 (Cas9) system is a powerful in vivo gene editing technology. 
Due to the merits of the uncomplex design, high efficiency, broad 
application, and low off-target rate, CRISPR-Cas9 holds promising for 
facilitating localized gene editing to control cell fate precisely, thus 
contributing to in vivo SwG regeneration. Viral-based approaches are 
common methods for both in vitro and in vivo genome editing. Sun and 
colleagues employed lentiviral-based vectors to deliver CRISPR/dCas9- 
effector (dCas9-E) and single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) to transform BM- 
MSCs into SGLCs by inducing the overexpression of EDA gene [158]. 
Hematoxylin staining, eosin staining, and immunofluorescence staining 
showed the formation of sweat ducts and the expression of sweat gland 
markers (CEA and CK19). Despite their advantages as delivery vectors, 
virus-based delivery system has limitations of small insertion size and 
high carcinogenic risk [159]. Alternatively, lipid-based nanoparticles 
have been used as non-viral delivery systems for the delivery of 
CRISPR/Cas9 components. The classic ionizable lipid nanoparticle 

FOXM1, forkhead box M1; FOXF1, forkhead box F1; TF⋅DNA⊂SNPs, TF-encapsulated SNPs; PEG, poly (ethylene glycol); MYOD1, myoblast determination protein 1; 
AuNPs, cationic gold nanoparticles; DARTs, DNA assembled recombinant transcription factors; Nrf2, nuclear erythroid 2-related factor 2; TNT, tissue nano- 
transfection; ABM, Ascl1/Brn2/Myt1l; EFF, Etv2, Foxc2 and Fli 1; HUVECs, human umbilical vein endothelial cells; HP, hyaluronan-heparin; PLA-DX-PEG, Poly-D, 
L-lactic acid with randomly inserted dioxanone and polyethylene glycol; LNP, lipid nanoparticle; miRNAs, microRNAs; siRNA, small interfering RNAs; MSCs, 
mesenchymal stem cells; CRISPR, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; Cas9, CRISPR-associated protein 9; RNP, RNA-guided engineered nuclease 
ribonucleoprotein; ESCs, embryonic stem cells; PLGA, poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid); TSA, trichostatin A; hPDLCs, primary human periodontal ligament cells; Ap-PLGA, 
apatite-coated poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid). 
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formulations were incorporated with a permanently cationic lipid for 
efficient delivery of ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNPs) [160]. The 
supplemental lipid component preserved RNP activity and redirected 
DNA editing to targeted tissues. And dendrimer lipid nanoparticles 
modified in this approach can be used to deliver RNPs to Duchenne 
muscular dystrophy mice to restore dystrophin expression, indicating 
that this approach is universal to some extent. Therefore, this approach 
is very promising for SwG repair and regeneration. The in vivo delivery 
of CRISPR-Cas9 components has also been done using other kinds of 
synthetic nanoparticles, such as gold-based nanoparticles, 
polymeric-based nanoparticles and ligand-coupled nanoparticles [161, 
162]. However, nanoparticle-based delivery strategies face challenges of 
low efficiency and the possibility of off-target effects. In this regard, 
biomimicking fiber scaffolds coated with polyDOPA-melanin (pDOPA) 
were developed for the local and non-viral delivery of Cas9 protein and 
sgRNA complexes. The pDOPA coating facilitates the adhesion of the 
CRISPR/Cas9 component to the scaffolds, while the laminin coating 
helps maintain cell viability and proliferation. These scaffolds elimi-
nated undesirable off-target effects caused by using micro-/-
nano-particles via injection or systemic delivery while allowing for 
effective gene editing [163]. The combination of CRISPR/Cas9 systems 
and effective delivery methods hold significant promise for in vivo SwG 
regeneration. The discovery and design of new biomaterials and systems 
will help overcome delivery barriers to facilitate in vivo genome editing, 
promoting in vivo SwG regeneration. 

4.2.5. Bioactive material-based modulation of epigenetic modifiers for SwG 
reprogramming 

SwG regeneration is modulated by epigenetic pathways and the 
properties of bioactive materials are supposed to be specifically 
designed to influence the epigenetic state to enhance SwG regeneration. 
Epigenetic modification modulates the expression of manipulating genes 
without alteration in the DNA sequence, typically including DNA 
methylation and histone modification. Biomaterials are already being 
used for the induction of epigenetic modifications under the catalyzation 
of enzymes, which are reversible through another group of enzymes 
[19]. The modulation of epigenetic status via the use of 
biomaterial-derived cues is considered a promising strategy to modulate 
the behavior of resident cells for in vivo SwG regeneration. 

Biophysical properties of biomaterials, involving stiffness, elasticity, 
topography, and so forth can affect epigenetic states [164,165]. In a 
study, increased matrix stiffness reduced DNA methylation in the pro-
moter region of the mechanosensitive YAP, while in situ softening of the 
matrix restored DNA methylation [166]. In other studies, soft matrix and 
stiff matrix promoted the differentiation of MSCs to different lineages 
[80,167]. These studies have shown that the interaction between cells 
and biomaterials is vital for regulating cell fate. Cell-substrate in-
teractions result in cytoskeletal rearrangement, the forces are trans-
mitted to the nucleus and chromatin through the cytoskeleton [168]. 
This mechanical conduction from the cell membrane to the nucleus af-
fects the packaging and release of DNA and histones, which in turn af-
fects cell behavior and stem cell differentiation to further influence the 
SwG regeneration. In addition, biophysical cues affect reprogramming 
efficiency via the delivery of epigenetic modifiers. Micro-grooved or 
nanofibrous scaffolds displayed improved cellular reprogramming effi-
ciency over smooth surfaces [169]. This has been attributed to the 
micro-grooved substrate provoking an increase in histone H3 acetyla-
tion, which had been shown to increase the efficiency of reprogramming 
into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Similarly, microgrooves 
improved the reprogramming efficiency of fibroblasts by inducing his-
tone H3 acetylation via reducing histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity 
[170]. Hence, properly engineering the biophysical properties of bio-
materials can contribute to control the fate of cells during SwG regen-
eration and improve reprogramming efficiency. Moreover, biochemical 
cues of biomaterials, such as drugs, are able to modulate cell behaviors 
for in vivo tissue regeneration via affecting the epigenetic state. Teerawat 

et al. developed a chitosan-based scaffold incorporated with an epige-
netic modifier molecule, trichostatin A (TSA) [171]. Biphasic calcium 
phosphate (BCP) was added to the scaffold, which improved the me-
chanical properties and delayed the degradation rate. TSA inhibited 
HDAC to induce cell differentiation, thereby promoting tissue regener-
ation. SwG regeneration is controlled by interdependent epigenetic 
pathways, the ability to regulate the epigenetic landscape with relatively 
simple biomaterials cues suggests that biomaterials can potentially be 
utilized to elicit epigenetic modifications to facilitate in vivo SwG 
regeneration. 

4.2.6. Bioactive material-based drug delivery of chemical compounds for 
SwG reprogramming 

Bioactive material-mediated chemical approaches are increasingly 
attractive for manipulating cell fate to achieve SwG regeneration. 
Compared with transgenic methods, chemical methods have the ad-
vantages of non-integrative to the genome, reversible function, low cost, 
easier control and standardization [172]. Mouse somatic cells and 
human skin dermal fibroblasts were successfully reprogrammed into 
pluripotent stem cells by chemical compounds [173,174]. Thus, fabri-
cating biomaterials loaded with these chemicals is promising for in vivo 
SwG regeneration by modulating cell fate. Although chemical molecules 
can be delivered via biomaterials such as ceramic, polymeric carriers, 
collagen sponge, and apatite-coated poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) 
(Ap-PLGA) scaffolds, developing effective delivery strategies for chem-
ical compound remains a challenge [175–177]. The unique properties of 
gold nanoparticles, such as high surface area, adjustable stability and 
easy functionalization and fabrication, make them promising carriers for 
small molecule delivery. For example, gold nanoparticles effectively 
delivered and released NO in mild acidic environments such as inflam-
matory and tumor tissues by forming acid labile structures with NO 
[178]. Thus, this approach holds promise for using the immune micro-
environment at the wound site to deliver the loads so as to promote SwG 
regeneration. However, the elimination and long-term toxicity of metal 
nanoparticles remain an obstacle to clinical application [179]. There-
fore, a systematic and comprehensive construction and screening of the 
material library is compulsory to optimize the material design. Hydro-
gels are widely used for the delivery of chemical compounds due to their 
adjustable physical characteristics and controllable degradability. They 
can modulate the phenotype, function and fate of cells by spatially and 
temporally controlling the release of payloads to facilitate SwG regen-
eration. Reprogrammed stem cells are capable of expressing high-level 
stemness genes, such as Sox 2, Oct 3/4, and Nanog [180]. Neverthe-
less, due to the complexities of cellular microenvironments, the 
long-term efficiency of in vivo treatment of hydrogels remains unknown, 
which requires further research and review. Accumulating evidence 
indicates that the fate of the SwGs are vulnerable to a series of signaling 
pathways, such as EDA, BMP, Wnt. Shh. Ji et al. found that 
small-molecule cocktails treatment combined with EDA transfection via 
retroviral vector can directly reprogram human dermal fibroblasts into 
functional iSGCs expressed SwG-specific markers like CK15, CK18 and in 
vivo tests showed the ability of full restoration of SwG function [55]. 
Interestingly, human dermal fibroblasts were directly converted into 
SwG cells via chemical components without going through the inter-
mediate pluripotent stage. The delivery of chemical molecules using 
biomaterials represents a promising strategy to modulate endogenous 
cell fate for in vivo tissue regeneration. With advances in 
biomaterial-based delivery approaches for chemical molecules and a 
deeper understanding of the molecular mechanism of SwG regeneration, 
the cell fate and plasticity of endogenous cells can be better modulated 
for in vivo SwG regeneration. 

5. Bioactive biomaterial-based microenvironmental re- 
establishment for SwG regeneration 

The interaction of biomaterials with the microenvironment provides 
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specific cues for cell behaviors, which can be conducive to promote the 
optimal regenerative responses of target cells. Herein, we will focus on 
using biomaterials as regulators of microenvironmental cues for func-
tional wound healing with SwGs. 

5.1. Bioactive material-based fibrosis inhibition strategy for SwG 
regeneration 

Bioactive material-based strategies are expected to optimize the 
microenvironment by modulating myofibroblasts differentiation to 
reduce tissue fibrosis and scarring, thereby facilitating in vivo SwG 
regeneration. A novel poly (lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLG) nanoparticle 
has been used to regulate TGF-β/phosphorylated small mother against 
decapentaplegic (pSmad) signal transduction involved in tissue fibrosis 
[181]. The nanoparticle constitutes a biodegradable, carboxylated, 
FDA-approved polymer and was negatively charged, which selectively 
suppressed activated MARCO+ inflammatory monocytes and decrease 
profibrotic signaling directly to alleviate skin fibrosis, which could 
potentially promote SwG regeneration. Besides, PLG nanoparticles 
strongly down-regulated α-SMA generation in the fibroblasts isolated 
from patients but not from healthy individuals, suggesting safe usage for 
PLG nanoparticles. Although the inhibition of TGF-β signaling is an 
effective strategy to mitigate tissue fibrosis for SwG regeneration, TGF-β 
also exerts essential anti-inflammatory effects in immunomodulatory 
response. Therefore, the regulation of TGF-β may induce undesirable 
immune responses. To address this limitation, a small molecule, 
CBR-096-4, was identified that can overcome the immune response 
concerns related to long-term inhibition of TGF-β signaling, while 
inhibiting myofibroblast differentiation [182]. The delivery of 
CBR-096-4 is promising for optimizing the microenvironment directly in 
the wound area for in vivo SwG regeneration. Growing evidence in-
dicates that the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway associated with 
TGF-β/Smad, Hedgehog, and Hippo fibrotic pathways participates in the 
formation of skin fibrosis [183–185], which represents a potentially 
attractive target for biomaterial-based scar-free healing with SwGs. 
Zhang et al. created a collagen/poly (L-lactide-co-caprolactone) (P 
(LLA-CL)) scaffold loaded with an inhibitor of Wnt pathway, i.e. 
ICG-001 [186]. In this approach, P (LLA-CL) and collagen were com-
bined and ICG-001 was loaded into the scaffold by co-axial electro-
spinning technology, which improved the biocompatibility, mechanical 
strength and drug release properties of the scaffold. In vitro use of the 
scaffold reduced the inflammatory responses and inhibited the produc-
tion of ECM-related proteins to prevent fibrosis, exhibiting application 
potential for SwG regeneration. However, Wnt signaling has also been 
shown to have anti-fibrosis and improved wound healing effects [187]. 
Therefore, further evidence is needed to gain insight into the underlying 
mechanisms of regenerative and fibrotic responses after skin injury. 
Emerging evidence indicates that Hippo/YAP signaling is involved in 
the pathophysiology of skin fibrosis [188]. Studies have shown that 
YAP-dependent collagen deposition is promoted by matrix stiffness 
[189], suggesting that modifying biomaterials to modulate the YAP 
signaling pathway is a promising strategy for alleviating tissue fibrosis 
and thus promoting SwG regeneration. Biomaterials loaded with YAP 
inhibitors such as dimethyl fumarate (DMF, Tecfidera®) [190] can also 
be potentially used for the treatment of fibrosis. Due to the redundancy 
of the signaling pathways related to fibrosis, the emphasis should be put 
on developing multi-targeted therapies that moderate skin fibrosis. 
Further revealing of different profibrotic pathways in skin scar forma-
tion and their crosstalk will provide new targets. Advances in bio-
materials will help to modulate the fibrosis and scarring process, thereby 
promoting SwG regeneration. Complementary organotypic cultures and 
in silico models can be used to elucidate the dynamics that control 
human regeneration and fibrosis to further facilitate in vivo SwG 
regeneration [67]. 

5.2. Bioactive material-based neo-vascularization strategy for SwG 
regeneration 

Bioactive materials can provide a permissive microenvironment for 
endothelial, pericytes, or vascular smooth muscle cells to attach, grow 
and migrate, stimulating angiogenesis in vivo or in vitro. The preparation 
conditions of biomaterials are not stringent, the implantation damage is 
small, and the performance is adjustable, which allows them to be used 
as carriers of growth factors, vasoactive or radical scavenging drugs to 
speed up local vascularization. Besides, the degradation rate of bio-
materials can be adjusted to accommodate the vascularization process 
[191]. Given that, the use of biomaterials to modulate vascular endo-
thelial cells to promote vascularization for in vivo SwG regeneration is a 
promising strategy. 

Modifying surface properties of bioactive materials have been shown 
to induce the adsorption of proteins and the subsequent adhesion of 
cells. For example, cells on stiff surfaces formed a more organized 
cytoskeleton, actin stress fibers, and increased focal adhesion, resulting 
in higher adhesion strength than on soft surfaces [192]. The results 
indicate the potential of the approach for promoting the adhesion of 
vascular endothelial cells for vascularization to facilitate SwG regener-
ation. Besides, bioactive materials can be loaded with bioactive mole-
cules to regulate vascular endothelial cell behaviors. For example, the in 
vivo delivery of VEGF, FGF, and PDGF promoted vascularization and 
increased blood flow [193,194]. Besides, several ECM components, 
including fibronectin (Fn), type I and Type IV collagen, were used to 
coat the surface of biomaterials to enhance the adhesion and migration 
of endothelial cells by interacting with their receptors, such as integrin 
α5β1, αvβ3, α1β1, α2β1 [192]. These bioactive molecules are expected to 
be used to modify biomaterials and thus promote SwG regeneration. 
However, these bioactive molecules have high prices, harsh transport 
and storage conditions, and short half-life [195]. Alternatively, an 
angiogenetic drug des-ferrioxamine (DFO) was grafted to a porous 
sponge via an amide bond, which enhanced the vascularization of the 
damaged skin by stimulating the secretion of HIF-1α [195]. Interest-
ingly, the regeneration of skin appendages was observed after 28 days of 
treatment with the sponge in rats with skin injury. Jirigala et al. fabri-
cated MSC-loaded GelMA hydrogels that mimic the microenvironment 
of SwG regeneration, promoting angiogenesis and SwG formation 
(Fig. 4) [196]. In another approach, 3D-bioprinted specific ECM mi-
croenvironments directed the SwG differentiation of adipose-derived 
mesenchymal stem cells (ADSCs), then SwG cell spheroids were 
cultured in angiogenic ECM scaffolds (AES), which enhanced the 
SwG-vasculature interactions to promote the vascularized glandular 
morphogenesis in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 5) [197]. These studies demon-
strate that biomaterials can enhance vascularization to optimize the 
regenerative microenvironment for functional SwG regeneration. 
Although biomaterials containing specific cues (e.g., pro-angiogenesis) 
are able to enhance vascularization via the recruitment of endogenous 
cells, the integration of these vascularized structures formed through 
scaffolds into the vascular network of the host is limited. Fortunately, 
incorporating specific biochemical cues into 3D-printed structures like 
adhesion ligands or signaling biomolecules, are able to facilitate the 
integration with the host blood vessels [19]. Overall, biomaterials pro-
vide an artificial network for cells to attach and recruit to further 
enhance angiogenesis. Focus on biomaterial-based vascularization may 
supply instructive cues to facilitate the reconstruction of SwGs that more 
closely resemble the native ones. 

5.3. Bioactive material-based re-innervation strategy for SwG 
regeneration 

Bioactive materials hold promise for restoring the innervation of 
SwGs, in which neuropeptides play an important role. Coating the sur-
face of nanoparticles with poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) can reduce un-
desired phagocytic clearance and thus prolongs the circulation time 
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[198]. Given that, PLGA nanoparticle modified with PEG was used for 
the delivery and in vivo sustained release of the CGRP [199]. Notably, a 
novel biomaterials, PLGA and cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) 
(PLGA/CNC) nanofiber membranes was used for the delivery of NTs into 
the full-thickness cutaneous injuries of spontaneously diabetic mice 
[200]. Results of the study showed that NT was released from 
PLGA/CNC composite nanofiber membranes for 2 weeks, which pro-
moted epidermal and dermal regeneration, while also reducing in-
flammatory cytokines IL-1b and IL-6 expression. The attenuated 
inflammatory response and enhanced regenerative response provided a 
favorable microenvironment for SwG regeneration. Besides, topically 
instilling the COOH-terminal tripeptide α-MSH11-13 (KPV), which is an 
effective message sequence of α-MSH, has been shown to promote 
wound healing [201]. These studies indicated the significant potential of 
biomaterial-based strategies to develop innervation for functional in vivo 
SwG regeneration via the modulation of neuropeptides. However, 
scRNA-seq data of human dorsal root ganglia indicated differences in 
peripheral afferents subsets between the mouse and human [202], 
which may lead to unexpected side effects during clinical trials. There-
fore, the focus should be on using human samples to clarify the under-
lying molecular mechanisms during wound healing and SwG 

regeneration and the potential therapeutic targets. Fortunately, the 
current 3D printed skin model has complex human skin structure, 
including epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissue [203], providing a 
favorable research model. And 3D reconstructed SwGs have been 
demonstrated to be innervated by both cholinergic and adrenergic fibers 
[204]. Overall, the regeneration of SwGs is a dynamic procedure that 
involves a number of molecular events. Pioneering research on the 
restoration of innervation provided insights into accelerating the re-
covery of SwGs with functional integrity. Optimizing the design of 
biomaterials to promote innervation could provide a favorable micro-
environment to facilitate in vivo regeneration of SwGs with structural 
and functional integrity. 

6. Bioactive material-based cell-free strategy for in situ SwG 
regeneration 

The key to in situ SwG regeneration is to recruit sufficient stem cells 
with the potential to regenerate SwGs to the wound sites and induce 
them to differentiate into SwGs (Fig. 6), avoiding the introduction of 
exogenous cells as far as possible. In addition to inducing the prolifer-
ation and differentiation of autologous SwG-derived progenitors into 

Fig. 4. MSC-loaded GelMA hydrogels with PD for vascularization and SwG regeneration. (A) Schematic illustration of the whole process of in vivo GelMA hydrogel 
transplantation for SwG regeneration. (B) The shape of 3D-bioprinted constructs (circle, triangle, square) in vitro and in vivo. (C) MSC-loaded GelMA hydrogels 
combined with PD promote SwG regeneration and vascularization identified with immunofluorescence staining (reprinted with permission from Ref. [196]). GelMA, 
methacrylated gelatin; MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; PD, SG specific ECM-plantar dermis. 
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functional glands through wound-healing mechanisms, the recruited 
stem cells can also be transformed into SwG cells via reprogramming 
and further develop into functional SwG tissues, providing a novel 
strategy for in situ SwG regeneration. By avoiding the necessity to 
remove cells from patients and culture them in vitro, in situ regeneration 
prevents the impairment of cellular function and/or the delivery of 
unintended signals. As the recovery of SwGs is highly dependent on their 
local microenvironment, the properties of bioactive materials can be 
designed to direct and modulate cell behaviors via microenvironment 
cues to reduce scar formation and reconstruct blood vessels and nerves 
for functional wound recovery. Heparinized-decellularized adipose tis-
sue hydrogel incorporated with VEGF increases collagen deposition and 

new blood vessels formation of skin wound, significantly accelerating 
wound healing compared with the other groups [193], which also pro-
vided a favorable microenvironment for SwG regeneration. To further 
facilitate SwG regeneration, components containing a specific micro-
environment of SwGs were added to the hydrogel, which promoted the 
differentiation of SwG cells and the formation of SwGs [196]. Bio-
mimetic exosomes (EMs) enriched TGF-β1 were obtained from human 
umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells (HUMSCs), which endowed the 
epidermal keratinocytes with stem cell-like properties and enhanced the 
migration of keratinocytes to accelerate the in situ restoration of SwGs 
after injury (Fig. 7) [205]. Engineered scaffolds have also been shown to 
promote in situ vascularization, facilitating differentiation of the SwG 

Fig. 5. Angiogenic ECM scaffolds for vascularized SwG regeneration. (A) 3D-bioprinted ADSC-loaded constructs using PD ECM solution. (B) 3D-bioprinted 
constructs contribute to SwG differentiation. (C) The macroscopic morphology (optical images) and microstructure (SEM micrographs) of angiogenic ECM scaf-
folds. (D) Schematic illustration of the in vitro establishment of a biomimetic SwG-vasculature interaction model. (E) Angiogenic ECM scaffolds promote the vas-
cularized SwG regeneration identified with immunofluorescence staining and Sweat test (reprinted with permission from Ref. [197]). ADSC, adipose-derived 
mesenchymal stem cell. 
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lineage by optimizing the microenvironment [197]. The fabrication of a 
vascularized microenvironment enhances the interaction between SwGs 
and blood vessels thereby enhancing SwG regeneration. Moreover, 
dynamical-responsive bioactive materials are capable of responding to 
internal and external stimuli, such as pressure, temperature, pH, en-
zymes, electricity, and magnetism. Future improvement of the dynam-
ical changes of biomaterial structures will control cellular behaviors by 
regulating biophysical and biochemical characteristics on demand and 
sustainable and spatio-temporal release of biomolecules to facilitate in 
situ SwG regeneration. Biomaterials that can form a pore to recruit 
endogenous cells and control the migration, proliferation and 

differentiation of endogenous stem/progenitor cells by controlling the 
pore formation rate will better fit the cellular morphologies and be-
haviors during SwG regeneration to accelerate in situ SwG regeneration. 

7. Summary and outlook 

As an important appendage of the skin, which is the largest organ of 
the body, SwGs are of great significance to maintain skin homeostasis 
and physiological function. The feasibility and possibility of clinical 
application of SwG regeneration have always been a concern. The un-
derstanding of SwG stem/progenitor cell lineages has been considerably 

Fig. 6. The recruitment of endogenous cells for in situ SwG regeneration. Recruitment of endogenous cells for in situ SwG regeneration. Specific bio-signaling 
cues, such as cytokines, can be loaded onto bioactive materials and continuously released in vivo to recruit endogenous stem/progenitor cells or endogenous immune 
cells and further promote their proliferation and differentiation, thus facilitating wound healing and regeneration. Created with BioRender.com. 

Fig. 7. Biomimetic EMs for functional SwG restoration. (A) Schematic illustration of the development of bioactive EMs for SwG restoration. (B) Characterization 
of EMs. (C) EMs endow the epidermal keratinocytes with stem cell-like properties. (D) EMs facilitate the restoration of SwG function identified with Starch-iodine 
sweat tests and H&E staining (reprinted with permission from Ref. [205]). EMs, exosomes; TEM, transmission electron microscopy. 
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improved by identifying the specific molecular and cellular components 
required for SwG formation. These stem/progenitor cells can be 
recruited to the wound site under the impact of specific signal bio-
molecules to facilitate in vivo SwG regeneration. Emerged evidence has 
suggested that cell fate is not immutable and can be reprogrammed 
directly, which supports the hypothesis that in vivo SwG regeneration 
can be achieved via in vivo reprogramming, and delivering reprogram-
ming factors through bioactive materials may pave the way for the 
needed breakthroughs. Further molecular biological studies of func-
tional wound healing indicated that the interactions among microen-
vironmental components closely modulate SwG regeneration, involving 
various cells, signaling molecules, ECMs. This novel finding provides 
insight into activating the SwG regenerative response during the injury- 
induced regenerative response. The considerable progress of various 
regeneration strategies provides encouraging evidence that in vivo 
regeneration of SwG is feasible. Clinical translation of in vivo SwG 
regeneration strategies is promising to solve diseases associated with 
dyshidrosis. Given that, in vivo SwG regeneration approaches will be 
boomed within the next decade. 

Research on the proliferative potential within the sweat ducts and 
glands dates back to the early 1950s. Subsequent studies have concen-
trated on further exploration of the identification, characterization, and 
regenerative potential of SwG stem/progenitor cells. As a component 
involved in tissue homeostasis, SwG stem cells may exhibit benefits in 
delaying skin aging. They would contribute to epidermal repair and 
reduce scarring. However, the composition, function, and distribution of 
SwG stem/progenitor cell populations are heterogeneous, so techniques 
such as the identification of cell-specific markers and 
microenvironment-response cues are needed to facilitate the transition 
from the laboratory to the clinic. Natural or synthetic biomaterials can 
be incorporated signaling biomolecules to provoke endogenous stem/ 
progenitor cells homing through immune-mediated or contact-guided 
pathways, and further induce the proliferation and differentiation of 
these cells for in situ regeneration of SwGs. The approach directly le-
verages the endogenous cells of patients, opening up opportunities for 
patient-individualized therapy. Especially, pluripotent glandular stem 
cells can trigger critical wound healing mechanisms that are missing in 
chronic or burn wounds, rendering them potential pharmacological 
targets for in vivo SwG regeneration. Recent studies have revealed that 
ECM-derived biomaterials prepared by decellularization of mammalian 
tissues are essential for the homing of endogenous cells [206]. However, 
decellularization approaches require a balance between the mainte-
nance of the native ECM structure and the removal of cellular compo-
nents like mitochondria, DNA, and membrane lipids. A combination of 
many variables such as matrix density, thickness, and morphology will 
serve to produce an ideal decellularized scaffold to facilitate in vivo SwG 
regeneration. A further understanding of the characteristics of bioactive 
materials and the heterogeneity and roles of SwG stem cells during SwG 
development and homeostasis will provide insights into the cues of the 
preparation of more complex tissue-engineered skin models. Recon-
structed skin models that introduce skin appendages will better serve as 
an alternative for in vivo studies. Besides, the bioactive materials-based 
regulatory mechanisms of SwG stem cell fate may to some extent 
establish a paradigm for other glandular stem cells, including mammary 
glands, pancreas, and salivary glands. Improved knowledge of 
biomaterial-mediated glandular stem cell homeostasis dynamics and 
post-injury molecular biology is essential for the treatment of 
gland-derived diseases, including cancers, via biomaterials. 

Cellular fate and identity are tightly controlled by a sequence of 
precisely timed events affecting the activation or suppression of genes. 
Cell fate reprogramming represents a highly attractive approach for 
tissue regeneration, particularly for diseased tissues with a large number 
of cells in terminal differentiation or lacking proliferation. The pio-
neering study demonstrated the power of cellular reprogramming and 
the therapeutic potential of direct reprogramming [207,208]. Bio-
materials have been available for various in vivo reprogramming 

approaches to elicit the modification of genes or epigenetics. Major 
existing approaches based on biomaterials include the delivery of TFs, 
RNAs, Cas9 system, and chemical components, as well as epigenetic 
modification via the biophysical or biochemical cues of biomaterials, 
which can be used to precisely modulate gene expression profiles for in 
vivo SwG regeneration. Nanoparticle-based platforms are commonly 
used for in vivo cellular reprogramming. Negatively charged nucleic 
acids are often loaded to cationic gold nanoparticles to translocate 
across the negatively charged cell membranes to improve the delivery 
efficiency [209]. However, off-target tissue uptake limits the in vivo gene 
modulation capability of cationic carriers [210]. Fortunately, modifi-
cation of nanoparticles by molecules such as PEG reduces the off-target 
tissue uptake and increases the circulating time by reducing aggregation 
and clearance by the immune system, thereby facilitating in vivo cellular 
reprogramming. To further ensure the targeting of nanocarriers, 
sequential targeted nanoparticles have been developed to precisely 
deliver the payloads to target cells at the site of injury using a bio-
mimetic strategy to enable safe and effective in vivo reprogramming 
[211]. Additionally, future delivery platforms for SwG regeneration 
must be non-toxic, well-pharmacokinetic, and have “stealth” capabil-
ities to avoid immune system responses [140]. Since the 3D microen-
vironment is more conducive to the modulation of cell behaviors, 
hydrogels have been introduced into cellular reprogramming. Never-
theless, little is known about the precise molecular mechanisms of the 
reprogramming. The advance of single-cell omics technology and ma-
chine learning may provide the opportunity to better understand the 
conversion of cell fate [212]. Reprogramming factors for desired line-
ages can be predicted and then experimentally verified via interdisci-
plinary cooperation, including computational modeling and 
CRISPR-Cas9 screening [213], thus facilitating in vivo reprogramming 
for in vivo SwG regeneration. The inefficiency of in vivo reprogramming 
and the immaturity and heterogeneity of reprogrammed cells also 
require consideration to accomplish the desired effect for clinical 
treatment. Besides, delivery systems need to be developed or optimized 
for favorable in vivo reprogramming outcomes. The development of 
targeting and controlled release technologies would help to reduce the 
risk of unintended ectopic reprogramming caused by the local delivery 
of cell-specific cues to target cells. Microfluidic platforms may facilitate 
the incorporation of biophysical and biochemical cues into delivery 
systems to promote SwG regeneration. 3D printing is holding consid-
erable promise toward generating complex 3D niches for cellular 
reprogramming to enhance the performance of reprogramming in vitro 
and in vivo. An emerging area of biomaterials is to design 
stimuli-responsive and smart delivery systems for efficiently delivering 
reprogramming factors in situ in a target-oriented manner. Overview, the 
comprehensive utilization of biochemical and biophysical cues during 
the cellular reprogramming process will speed up the reprogramming 
technology translation to facilitate the development of clinical therapies 
for in vivo SwG regeneration. 

Moreover, the microenvironment is of considerable importance for 
cell-fate manipulation to facilitate in vivo SwG regeneration. Bioactive 
biomaterials elicit a specific biological response and are able to interact 
with the microenvironment. Once implanted, bioactive materials 
interact with cells to modulate the local microenvironment to direct 
endogenous cell behaviors via direct-contact guidance or immune- 
mediated pathways for in vivo SwG regeneration. The biophysical and 
biochemical properties of bioactive materials are crucial to reconstruct a 
suitable microenvironment, which is scar-free and has favorable circu-
lation and innervation to support cellular adhesion, proliferation, and 
differentiation for functional SwG recovery. Importantly, responsive 
biomaterials can on-demand modulate cell behaviors and synchronize 
the release of signaling biomolecules with the continuing phases of the 
morphogenesis and involution of SwGs. Future design of bioactive ma-
terials for SwG regeneration should focus on the integration of the in-
dependent and different responsive properties into the same system. The 
development of new approaches to control the dynamic scaffold-tissue 
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interfaces is essential for in vivo SwG regeneration. Due to the need for in 
situ regeneration for biomimetic matrix systems based on the composi-
tion and structure of the native tissue, the future design of biomaterials 
could consider additive-manufacturing approaches that take into ac-
count the actual complex nature of ECM and the environment necessary 
for regeneration. Especially 4D printing, which involves the production 
of 3D objects with specific shapes while applying external stimuli like 
temperature, pH, electric fields, and magnetic fields to cause a trans-
formation of the materials for regeneration [18]. In addition, although 
the biocompatibility and degradability of bioactive materials have been 
improved, precisely designing biomaterials to adapt to specific injury 
sites and to meet the personalized needs of specific patients and injuries 
are also challenging. The development of future biomaterials is expected 
to concentrate on the integration of different and separate properties 
into the same system to fabricate a more complex system to exploit 
innate regenerative capacities of the injured skin tissue for functional 
wound healing with the regeneration of skin appendages. Furthermore, 
collective efforts will contribute to further advances, including mini-
mally invasive delivery, omics-based approaches, and mineral-based 
biomaterials [19]. Based on the promising results of these preclinical 
studies, further scaled-up research of these therapeutic strategies and 
the development of predictive modeling simulating clinical settings to 
ensure the safety and efficacy of these therapies prior to their use in 
clinical treatment are needed to be focused on in the future. Advances 
and integration of regenerative medicine and tissue engineering will 
offer these interdisciplinary frontiers inspiring opportunities for both 
research and translation. It is reasonable to expect that the development 
and optimization of biomaterials will enhance the outcome of in vivo 
SwG regeneration and accelerate its clinical translation. 
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